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Abstract

In this work the author has introduced a new cryptographic method for encryption and decryption of data. An innovative technique for the same is presented here which is based on division of string into odd and even ordered square matrices, operations using magic square matrices, rotation operation on matrices and also the base conversion by using the key derived from the string itself. Thus, this makes the encryption not only much safer but also act dynamically according to the accepted input. This algorithm not only overcomes the problem of repetition of characters, but also reduces, too many times, the probability of brute attack, that is determining the word formation by the structure of string. This algorithm can be used to accommodate all the characters having ASCII values from 0 to 255. This method has been tested for various input strings and the results derived were found to be remarkable. There was no pattern found in the output, proving it safe for the valuable data.

1. Introduction

In past two decades, the usage of application of internet has increased tremendously in all the fields, may be medical science, research, commerce, education, communication and many more. Data security may not be essential for some of its applications but in many situations, the data security becomes the top priority. The crucial information cannot be communicated in an unprotected or bare format. This forms the basic reason for the generation of various data encryption and decryption algorithms, to protect the data from being stolen over the internet while being transmitted. We assume a situation where the security forces want to communicate from one location to another under the coverage of high level of security. If some intruder intercepts the message and deforms it, either by changing the contents or by the misuse of the information, there can be disasters. So, whenever we send a message we should try to encrypt it in such a way that, even after prolonged intercepting of encrypted message, the hacker could not easily find the encryption algorithm. Now a days, the hackers have become too smart and intelligent, to derive the pattern of string formation by brute attack. So, with the increasing attacks and levels of attacking, we need to generate a high security, pattern distorting encryption algorithm to preserve the confidential data.

In the present work, we present an encryption algorithm that not only changes the data but also changes the technique of encryption. This is not we end up with, we also change the relative position of some adjoining data items while keeping others constant and perform base conversion on another set of data items. The base conversion is dynamic in nature that is the value of base is decided on run time depending upon the input string. Thus making it too difficult for the hackers to recognize the encryption technique. Also, the key is being generated in a way that need not be sent, since the algorithm is designed in such a way that it can itself generate the key, thereby making it safer.

2. Basic terminology

Base conversion

Base conversion is a technique of converting a given number from one number system to another by means of simple calculations.
Magic square matrix

Magic square matrix is a square matrix in which the sum of all elements in each column and in each row is same. The sum can be calculated from the formula \((n^2(n^2+1))/2\), where \(n\) is the size of square matrix.

Pattern rotation

Pattern rotation involves a series of steps to shift the position of elements in a particular predefined pattern.

A square matrix of even order

A square matrix of even order refers to a matrix with equal number of rows and columns and this number is even, that is divisible by 2. Example, matrix of order 2x2, 4x4, 6x6, etc.

A square matrix of odd order

A square matrix of odd order refers to a matrix with equal number of rows and columns and this number is odd, that is not divisible by 2. Example, matrix of order 1x1, 3x3, 5x5, etc.

3. Proposed encryption algorithm

Step-1

We calculate the length of the given input string and assign into the variable \(N\). Each element of the input string is then converted into its corresponding ASCII value.

Consider that the entered input string is “COMPUTER IS A USEFUL ELECTRONIC DIGITAL DEVICE!!” Here, length of string \(N = 48\)

So the ASCII equivalent of the string is = \([67\ 79\ 77\ 80\ 85\ 84\ 69\ 82\ 32\ 73\ 83\ 32\ 65\ 32\ 83\ 69\ 70\ 85\ 76\ 32\ 69\ 76\ 69\ 76\ 84\ 82\ 79\ 78\ 73\ 67\ 32\ 68\ 73\ 71\ 73\ 84\ 65\ 76\ 32\ 68\ 69\ 86\ 73\ 67\ 69\ 33\ 33]\)

Step-2

We break the input string into square matrices of maximum possible size and place the remaining elements into a variable REM. This step is repeated, using remainder REM of this step as input string, until there are 4 or more elements in REM.

So, in this example matrices are:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
67 & 79 & 77 & 80 & 85 & 84 \\
69 & 82 & 32 & 73 & 83 & 32 \\
65 & 32 & 83 & 69 & 70 \\
85 & 76 & 32 & 69 & 76 & 69 \\
67 & 84 & 82 & 79 & 78 & 73 \\
67 & 32 & 68 & 73 & 71 & 73
\end{bmatrix}_{6 \times 6}
\]

So REM = \([69\ 33\ 33]\)

Step-3

Calculating the KEY by KEY1 ⊕ KEY2, where, KEY1 can be calculated as sum of numbers of columns of all matrices and number of elements in REM. KEY2 can be calculated as the sum of magic square matrix of size same as that of last generated square matrix. Here, ⊕ refers to addition. If the KEY is greater than 9, then sum all the digits until a single digit KEY is obtained.

Here, \(KEY1 = 6 + 3 + 3 = 12\), \(KEY2 = 3\) Therefore \(KEY = 12 + 3 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 6\)

Step-4

The derived KEY is then used to calculate the BASE using the key-base table which is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, Key = 6, So Base = 8

Step-5

For all the matrices of odd order, add the magic square matrix of size same as that of the matrix to it and then perform the base conversion using the derived BASE.

In this example, adding magic square matrix to the result obtained from step2:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
64 & 65 & 76 \\
32 & 68 & 69 \\
86 & 73 & 67
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
8 & 1 & 6 \\
3 & 5 & 7 \\
4 & 9 & 2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Now after performing base conversion to the result, the desired cipher is: \([134\ 102\ 122\ 043\ 111\ 114\ 132\ 122\ 105]\)

Step-6

For all the matrices of even order, first we apply the following rotation pattern and add magic square matrix of size same as that of the matrix to it and then finally subtract KEY from each element of the resultant matrix.

The sequence of the steps in rotation pattern can be listed as follows, assume that the matrix is:
(i) **In the first rotation** interchanging the even columns in the following manner:

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) **In second rotation** interchanging the even rows in the following manner:

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iii) **In third rotation** performing single-diagonal-left-up shift as shown below:

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iv) **In fourth rotation** performing single-diagonal-right-up shift as shown below:

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(v) **In fifth rotation** applying single-up shift to the every even column as follows:

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(vi) **In the sixth and last rotation** rotating once the outer most cycle in clock wise direction, its inner circle in anti-clock wise direction, and so on as shown below:

```
36→15→3→2→5→4
↓↑↑↑↑↑
31→18→9→17→16
↓↑↑↑↑↑
13→12→8→14→16
↓↑↑↑↑↑
7→19→20→21→22
↓↑↑↑↑↑
25→19→27→26→28
↓↑↑↑↑↑
4→24→21→20→23
```

So, the resultant matrix of above example after these rotation operations is:

```
67 73 85 77 32 85
65 68 32 32 69 73
69 70 73 82 83 63
67 32 48 78 69 73
80 85 69 82 76 79
84 32 79 76 71 67
```

Adding magic square matrix of size 6 x 6

```
67 73 85 77 32 85
65 68 32 32 69 73
69 70 73 82 83 63
67 32 48 78 69 73
80 85 69 82 76 79
84 32 79 76 71 67
```

Now subtracting KEY from each element of resultant matrix.

```
String = [102 74 91 103 51 109 68 100 39 53 92 98
100 79 75 104 110 35 75 97 79 88 110 90 103
94 90 95 88 68 108 89 89 78 82 104 84 89 84 89 82 62 102 83 83 72]
```

**Step-7**

For all the elements in REM adding the sum of magic square matrix of size same as that of the last square matrix generated and then performing base conversion according to the derived BASE.

Here, size of the last square matrix generated = 3,
So sum of magic square matrix of size 3 = 15,
BASE = 8, REM = [69 33 33 ]
So, REM = [69+15 33+15 33+15] = [84 48 48]
After base conversion of the above result, the obtained resultant string is = [124 060 060]
Step-8

In the last step, we merge all the square matrices and REM in the order they were derived, to form the cipher text.

Here, matrices are:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
96 & 68 & 85 & 97 & 45 & 103 \\
62 & 94 & 33 & 47 & 86 & 92 \\
94 & 73 & 69 & 98 & 104 & 97 \\
69 & 54 & 111 & 89 & 73 & 82 \\
104 & 84 & 97 & 88 & 84 & 89 \\
82 & 62 & 102 & 83 & 83 & 72 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
134 & 102 & 122 \\
043 & 111 & 114 \\
132 & 122 & 105 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Step-4

The derived KEY is then used to calculate the BASE using the key-base table which is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So, Cipher text = [96 68 85 97 45 103 62 94 33 47 86 92 94 73 69 98 104 97 69 54 111 89 73 82 104 97 69 54 111 89 73 82 104 84 97 88 84 89 82 62 102 83 83 72 134 102 122 043 111 114 132 122 105 124 060 060]

4. Proposed decryption algorithm

Step-1

We calculate the length of the given input string and assign into the variable N.

Consider that the entered input string is = [96 68 85 97 45 103 62 94 33 47 86 92 94 73 69 98 104 97 69 54 111 89 73 82 104 84 97 88 84 89 82 62 102 83 83 72 134 102 122 043 111 114 132 122 105 124 060 060]

Here, length of string N=48

Step-2

We break the input string into square matrices of maximum possible size and place the remaining elements into a variable REM. This step is repeated, using remainder REM of this step as input string, until there are 4 or more elements in REM.

So, in this example matrices are:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
96 & 68 & 85 & 97 & 45 & 103 \\
62 & 94 & 33 & 47 & 86 & 92 \\
94 & 73 & 69 & 98 & 104 & 97 \\
69 & 54 & 111 & 89 & 73 & 82 \\
104 & 84 & 97 & 88 & 84 & 89 \\
82 & 62 & 102 & 83 & 83 & 72 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
134 & 102 & 122 \\
043 & 111 & 114 \\
132 & 122 & 105 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

REM = [124 060 060]

Step-3

Calculating the KEY by KEY1 ⊕ KEY2, where, KEY1 can be calculated as sum of numbers of columns of all matrices and number of elements in REM. KEY2 can be calculated as the sum of magic square matrix of size same as that of last generated square matrix. Here, ⊕ refers to addition. If the KEY is greater than 9, then sum all the digits until a single digit KEY is obtained.

Here, KEY1 = 6 + 3 + 3 = 12, KEY2 = 3
Therefore KEY = 12 + 3 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 6

Step-5

For all the matrices of odd order, perform the base to decimal conversion using the derived BASE and then subtract the magic square matrix of size same as that of the matrix to it.

In this example, matrix is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
134 & 102 & 122 \\
043 & 111 & 114 \\
132 & 122 & 105 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

After base to decimal conversion matrix is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
92 & 66 & 82 \\
35 & 73 & 76 \\
90 & 82 & 69 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Subtracting magic square matrix:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
92 & 66 & 82 \\
35 & 73 & 76 \\
90 & 82 & 69 \\
\end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix}
8 & 1 & 6 \\
3 & 5 & 7 \\
4 & 9 & 2 \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
84 & 65 & 76 \\
32 & 68 & 69 \\
86 & 73 & 67 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Step-6

For all the matrices of even order, first add KEY to each element of the matrix, then subtract magic square matrix of size same as that of the matrix from it and then apply the following rotation pattern.

The sequence of steps in rotation pattern can be listed as follows, assume that the matrix is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
7 & 8 & 9 & 10 & 11 & 12 \\
13 & 14 & 15 & 16 & 17 & 18 \\
19 & 20 & 21 & 22 & 23 & 24 \\
25 & 26 & 27 & 28 & 29 & 30 \\
31 & 32 & 33 & 34 & 35 & 36 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
(i) In the first rotation rotating once the outer most cycle in anti clock wise direction, its inner circle in clock wise direction, and so on as shown below:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
9 & 10 & 11 & 12 \\
13 & 14 & 15 & 16
\end{array}
\]

(ii) In second rotation applying single-down shift to every even column as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
2 & 3 & 4 & 5 \\
1 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
13 & 14 & 15 & 16 \\
19 & 20 & 21 & 22
\end{array}
\]

(iii) In third rotation performing single-diagonal-left-down shift as shown below:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
2 & 3 & 1 & 4 \\
5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
13 & 14 & 15 & 16 \\
19 & 20 & 21 & 22
\end{array}
\]

(iv) In fourth rotation performing single-diagonal-right-down shift as shown below:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
2 & 3 & 1 & 4 \\
5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
13 & 14 & 15 & 16 \\
19 & 20 & 21 & 22
\end{array}
\]

(v) In fifth rotation interchanging the even rows in the following manner:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
36 & 31 & 4 & 33 \\
36 & 31 & 4 & 33 \\
13 & 20 & 9 & 16 \\
7 & 14 & 3 & 10
\end{array}
\]

(vi) In the sixth and last rotation interchanging the even columns in the following manner:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
36 & 31 & 4 & 33 \\
36 & 31 & 4 & 33 \\
13 & 20 & 9 & 16 \\
7 & 14 & 3 & 10
\end{array}
\]

Here in this example, matrix is:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
96 & 68 & 85 & 97 \\
62 & 94 & 33 & 47 \\
94 & 73 & 69 & 98 \\
69 & 54 & 111 & 89
\end{array}
\]

Adding KEY to each element of matrix:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
102 & 74 & 91 & 103 \\
68 & 100 & 39 & 53 \\
100 & 79 & 75 & 110 \\
75 & 60 & 117 & 95
\end{array}
\]

Subtracting magic square matrix

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
9 & 10 & 11 & 12 \\
13 & 14 & 15 & 16
\end{array}
\]

Then performing rotation operation, so resultant matrix is:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
67 & 73 & 85 & 77 \\
65 & 68 & 32 & 62 \\
80 & 69 & 82 & 76 \\
84 & 32 & 79 & 76
\end{array}
\]

Step-7

For the entire element in REM perform base to decimal conversion according to the derived BASE and then subtract the sum of magic square matrix of size same as that of the last square matrix generated.

Here, size of last square matrix generated = 3,
So sum of magic square matrix of size 3 = 15,
BASE = 8, REM = [124 060 060]
After base to decimal conversion, REM = [84 48 48]
Now subtracting sum of magic square matrix of size 3,
so REM = [84-15 48-15 48-15] = [69 33 33]

**Step-8**

In the last step, we merge all the square matrices and REM in the order they were derived, convert into its corresponding ASCII value to form the plain text.

Here, matrices are:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
67 & 79 & 77 & 80 & 85 & 84 \\
69 & 82 & 32 & 73 & 83 & 32 \\
65 & 32 & 85 & 83 & 69 & 70 \\
85 & 76 & 32 & 69 & 76 & 69 \\
67 & 84 & 82 & 79 & 78 & 73 \\
67 & 32 & 68 & 73 & 71 & 73 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[84 \ 65 \ 76 \ 32 \ 68 \ 69 \]

String is = [67 79 77 80 85 84 69 82 32 73 83 32 65 32 85 83 69 70 85 76 32 69 76 69 84 82 79 78 73 67 32 68 73 71 73 84 65 76 32 68 69 86 73 67 69 33 33]

So, ASCII equivalent and plain text is:

**COMPUTER IS A USEFUL ELECTRONIC DIGITAL DEVICE!!**

5. **Result**

On analyzing, using strings of various lengths, we find that the time taken for encryption is not dependent on the length of the string. There are critical points for the length of the string, where the time taken for encryption becomes too less and also becomes too high. This variation is represented in the following String-Time graph.

6. **Conclusion**

In the present work, we come up with a new technique of encryption without a predefined key. The input string is fragmented into several parts, with each part encrypted using a different algorithm. On the whole, three unique algorithms have been applied to encrypt the fragmented string on the basis of its orientation. For higher security levels, the key is derived from the two differently determined keys. The salient feature of this algorithm is that, a part of string is manipulated using base conversion, second part of string is deformed by interchanging position and increasing number of repetitions, and in the remaining elements, we perform simple operations. So, this algorithm is a complex combination without involving any complex calculation.
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